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Abstract

The proliferation of mobile devices has significantly changed the way users
consume information. As a result, mobile data traffic has been increasing
exponentially since 2009. According to current predictions, more than 24 ex-
abytes of mobile traffic will be traversing operators’ networks by 2019, with
72% of this traffic being generated by multimedia. This shift in user behavior
requires a thorough re-thinking of the current design of network infrastruc-
ture.

Device-to-device (D2D) communication has been suggested as a comple-
ment to traditional cellular networks as a means of offloading cellular traffic.
In this thesis we explore a solution for device-to-device communication based
on opportunistic content distribution in a content-centric network. The term
’opportunistic’ implies lack of knowledge of the network topology and con-
nectivity graphs. Communication opportunities arise as mobile nodes roam
around in an area (according to some, often random, mobility pattern) and
occasionally enter in direct communication range with one another. In the
context of this thesis we consider a node to be a pedestrian equipped with a
mobile device featuring at least one short-range radio interface, i.e. a smart-
phone; we thus explore the properties of opportunistic communication in the
context of content dissemination in urban areas.

The contributions of this thesis lie in three areas. We first study hu-
man mobility as one of the main enablers of opportunistic communication.
We introduce traces collected from a realistic pedestrian mobility simulator
and demonstrate that the performance of opportunistic networks is not very
sensitive to the accurate estimation of the probability distributions of mo-
bility parameters such as speed and arrival process. However, we show that
capturing the space in which mobility occurs may be of high importance for
proper evaluation of system performance metrics. Secondly, we design and
implement a middleware for opportunistic content-centric networking, and
we evaluate the middleware via a small-scale testbed, as well as through ex-
tensive simulations. We conclude that energy-saving mechanisms should be
part of the middleware design, while caching should be considered only as
an add-on feature. Thirdly, we present and evaluate three different energy-
saving mechanisms in the context of opportunistic networking: a dual-radio
architecture, an asynchronous duty-cycling scheme, and an energy-aware al-
gorithm which takes into account node selfishness. We evaluate our proposals
analytically and via simulations. We further position the operation of oppor-
tunistic networks in the context of mobile data offloading, and demonstrate
that when critical mass of participants is available, the performance of the
opportunistic network is comparable to downloading contents directly via the
cellular network in terms of energy consumption while offloading large traffic
volumes from the operator. We demonstrate that opportunistic networking
can be also applied to a class of near real-time multimedia services, such as
music streaming. Finally, we position opportunistic networks in the context
of current Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) standardization ef-
forts in the area of D2D and argue that opportunistic communication should
be considered the predecessor of modern device-to-device communication.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Begin at the beginning and go on
till you come to the end; then
stop.

Lewis Carroll

The proliferation of mobile devices has created a shift in the way users consume
information. As a result, mobile data traffic has been increasing exponentially since
2009, the historic milestone year for the mobile industry when data traffic volumes
surpassed voice traffic. Current predictions suggest that more than 24 EB1 of mo-
bile traffic will be traversing operators’ networks by 2019 [2]. Furthermore, 72% of
this traffic is expected to be generated by multimedia. Since cellular networks were
initially developed to transport voice, the change in user behavior has imposed thor-
ough re-thinking of the design of current network infrastructure. As a short-term
solution, smaller cells have been deployed in order to increase capacity in areas with
higher traffic demands. Such solution is however costly, has high installation and
operational complexity, and it does not resolve problems with the backhaul avail-
ability in the network. For the long term, device-to-device (D2D) communication
has been suggested as a complement to traditional cellular networks. Instead of
requiring costly deployments, the D2D concept takes advantage of equipment that
is already present in the network, i.e., the mobile devices of users, or equipment
that can easily be included into the network, i.e., sensors in the context of machine-
to-machine communication. In this thesis we focus exclusively on device-to-device
communication between mobile devices of end users. The general idea is to allow
establishment of direct communication links among devices that wish to communi-
cate with each other and are co-located in space and time, instead of relaying their
traffic via the cellular network infrastructure. The D2D paradigm proposes a major

1An exabyte (EB) is a unit of information equal to one quintillion (1018) or, strictly, 260 bytes.
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Figure 1.1: The evolution of mobile ad hoc networks into delay-tolerant and oppor-
tunistic networks over time. Delay-tolerant networks embrace mobility as a means
of transporting information between a source and destination, while opportunistic
networks shift the perspective from user-centric to content-centric communication.

shift from traditional cellular communication, and the Third Generation Partner-
ship Project (3GPP) has been responsible for drafting the anticipated architecture
modification to accommodate this new communication mode.

1.1 From MANETs to Opportunistic Networks

Despite the growing interest in D2D in both academic and industrial research, ex-
ploring communication opportunities between mobile devices in transmission range
is not a new concept. For more than two decades researchers have been investigat-
ing ways to exploit communication links between co-located devices without relying
on infrastructure. We here take a brief walk through history and discuss the main
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advances in infrastructureless networking. The term infrastructureless in this case
refers to the fact that these networks do not require the presence of infrastructure
in order to operate; however this does not mean that their operation should be
considered in isolation.

The first multi-hop self-organizing wireless networks for commercial applications
were introduced in the 1990s under the name Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANET) [53].
In a MANET, mobile devices (also referred to as nodes) equipped with a wireless
radio interface (often IEEE 802.11 in ad hoc mode) initiate communication sessions
with peers in their vicinity and exchange data without the need of any network in-
frastructure. MANETs are often termed general-purpose, since their design did
not pertain to a specific application; instead they were expected to support any
legacy TCP/IP application. The main objective in MANETs was to mimic the
end-to-end connectivity of fixed networks. Thus, mobile nodes had to continuously
provide all required network functionalities (i.e. routers, servers) and cooperate by
relaying traffic in order to support end-to-end communication path between source-
destination pairs. This requirement turned out to be a major design challenge which
resulted in a large body of theoretic work. However, from a commercial applica-
tion’s viewpoint, implementation, integration and experimentation were scarce due
to the continuously increasing complexity in security and cooperation, energy man-
agement, and transport protocols. To this day, MANETs are mostly relevant for
tactical military applications such as situational awareness and short payload mes-
saging [71, 92, 96] and they still witness ongoing research efforts primarily in the
field of security and reliability [89, 97].

The failure of general-purpose MANETs made researchers reconsider the prob-
lem statement, and narrow down the application domain. The early 2000s witnessed
the rise of delay-tolerant networking (DTN) [41], a communication paradigm which
aimed to address issues in intermittently connected networks. DNT took an orthog-
onal approach to MANETs. Instead of treating the underlying node mobility as a
problem that needs to be masked, DTN researchers embraced mobility as a means of
transporting information from a source to a destination by utilizing contact oppor-
tunities when nodes are in direct communication range. The ’store-carry-forward’
paradigm was born: nodes store data, carry it by means of their own mobility and
upon encounter forward it to appropriate peers until the data reaches its destina-
tion. The choice of appropriate peers to forward data to quickly became the main
challenge in DTNs, and has led to exhaustive research efforts resulting in complex
routing protocols tailored for operation in challenged environments. However due
to the user-centric nature of DTNs, they were unapplicable to environments with
variable node population and unpredictable mobility patterns such as urban areas.

In 2006 Karlsson et al. [62] introduced the concept of delay-tolerant broadcast-
ing which then laid the foundation of opportunistic networking. Similar to DTNs,
opportunistic networks made use of sporadic contact opportunities caused by node
mobility. However, they shifted the focus from traditional user-centric network-
ing, and instead introduced a content-centric approach in data dissemination. In
a content-centric network, all nodes were equal; there were no predefined source-
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destination pairs or peers labeled as ”appropriate relays”. Nodes exchanged data
with peers in their vicinity only if they shared common interests. Content-centric
networking reduced the network complexity, since routing algorithms were no longer
required. Instead, data exchange happened solely on a per-hop basis. Due to the
explicit decoupling of user identities and content availability, opportunistic net-
working found applicability in scenarios where DTNs were not able to perform,
such as dynamically changing environments.

Fig. 1.1 summarizes the evolution of communication paradigms that exploit
direct communication links between mobile devices.

Opportunistic Communication Benefits

Since neither MANETs nor DTNs have seen large deployments and acceptance in
commercial applications, a valid question is whether opportunistic networks bring
something new. Thus, we here discuss the main characteristics of opportunistic
communication, and we also point out some initial implementations that have been
adopted in different scenarios:

• Infrastructure independence: The operation of opportunistic networks is in-
dependent of the availability of cellular network infrastructure. Thus, op-
portunistic networks are considered to be an appropriate means for commu-
nication in sparsely populated areas, in inaccessible areas and even imme-
diately after disasters when traditional infrastructure may be unavailable.
Few companies have embarked on providing solutions in these application
domains. Spacetime Networks, a spin-off from the SCAMPI (Service Plat-
form for Social-Aware Mobile and Pervasive Computing) project [10], has
developed an opportunistic router to be used for communication in mines.
Uepaa! [11], a spin-off from the PodNet project [8], has developed an alpine
safety application to be used in areas with no cellular coverage.

• Scalability: As opposed to traditional infrastructure networks, increasing the
number of users participating in the opportunistic network is expected to
improve the performance of the system. We note that the improvement
would be strongly dependent on the wireless technology used for opportunistic
communication. Often opportunistic networks are suggested to be network-
independent and to operate in the unlicensed band, however the Third Gener-
ation Partnership Project is also considering in-band opportunistic-like com-
munication, either over shared or dedicated radio resources. This makes them
suitable for co-existence with traditional cellular networks, and in particular
a good candidate for offloading cellular traffic [46, 67, 95].

• Network neutrality: With the increasing concerns that governmental institu-
tions aim to limit the provision and availability of certain types of contents
and services, the decentralized nature of opportunistic networks makes it more
difficult for oppressive governmental organizations to impose restrictions on
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content dissemination. During recent protests in Hong Kong, start-up com-
pany Open Garden provided FireChat [3], an application inspired by the op-
portunistic networking concept, to facilitate communication and information
dissemination among protesters.

• Locality-awareness: Opportunistic communication inherently supports local-
ity, due to data dissemination between devices in direct communication range.
Thus, opportunistic communication is suitable for proximity-based applica-
tions such as mobile social networking [65] and proximal entertainment [29,
73]. Future applications may also include proximal marketing and e-commerce.

1.2 Problem Definition and Outline of Contributions

The beneficial characteristics of opportunistic communication, however, are not
sufficient to guarantee the success of the communication mode in current or future
wireless networking solution. Thus, the main objective of this thesis is to contribute
in determining the enablers, from a system point of view, that would turn oppor-
tunistic communication into a feasible communication mode for mobile users. Due
to the plethora of possible scenarios in which opportunistic networks could be ap-
plied, in this work we focus on the performance of opportunistic networks in urban
areas. However we will see in Chapter 6 that our conclusions could pertain to a
larger set of scenarios. We further consider the context of opportunistic content
dissemination among pedestrians (nodes) equipped with mobile devices. In this
context, two nodes are capable of exchanging data with one another if (1) they are
in direct communication range, (2) they have a shared interest in particular con-
tents, and (3) one of the nodes carries the contents (i.e., is a content provider) while
the other node does not have the contents in its cache (i.e., is a content consumer).

Evaluating the performance of opportunistic communication in urban areas is
a complex problem due to the intricate relationships between engineering compo-
nents (e.g., protocol design for battery-powered devices) and non-engineering com-
ponents (e.g., human mobility). Thus, we first need to develop an understanding
of the non-engineering parameters which affect the performance of opportunistic
networks, and only then to begin designing engineering solutions to support oppor-
tunistic communication. To this end, the thesis is divided in four distinct parts.
We first investigate the effects of human mobility on opportunistic communication.
We further design and evaluate a protocol tailored to the specifics of opportunistic
communication. Next, we explore different solutions for decreasing the energy con-
sumption at the end devices, and we propose an energy-aware algorithm for content
offloading in urban scenarios. Finally, we discuss the position of opportunistic com-
munication in the next generation of wireless networks. Below we present in further
detail the research questions in each of these areas, and we provide an outline of
the contributions.
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Effect of Human Mobility in Urban Areas

In the context of opportunistic content dissemination in urban areas, nodes roam
around in a given area according to some, often random, mobility pattern, and
occasionally enter in communication range with other peers. Their movements are
often constrained by physical obstacles, physical topologies as well as due to the
presence of other nodes in the system. Thus, we need to have a good understanding
of the effects of mobility on connectivity in order to evaluate whether opportunistic
networking is feasible in urban scenarios.

• In Paper A we study how mobility affects the connectivity of wireless nodes.
To capture human mobility with high precision, we introduce Legion Studio,
a sophisticated agent-based pedestrian simulator initially used by civil engi-
neers for designing and dimensioning large-scale spaces. We explore which
elements of mobility affect mobile communication and our results indicate
that capturing the scenario in which mobility occurs is of higher importance
than modeling the speed distribution, arrival process or node interactions.
Furthermore, we demonstrate that routing is not feasible under this type of
mobility.

Protocol Design and Applicability

In order to take part in an opportunistic communication nodes need to follow a
common set of rules. Thus, we need to design an opportunistic networking proto-
col. The design should be able to adapt to changes introduced by the underlying
mobility, and should be versatile and extendable to accommodate different poten-
tial applications. Furthermore, we need to verify the applicability of the protocol
for different classes of services.

• In Paper B we present the design and implementation of a middleware archi-
tecture for a mobile peer-to-peer content distribution system. We assess the
performance of the system using our Android implementation as well as an
implementation for large-scale evaluation by simulation. We further evaluate
two features on top of our design: caching and energy saving mechanisms.
We claim that energy saving mechanisms should be considered as part of the
system design, whereas caching should be regarded as an add-on application-
specific feature; if implemented, caching mechanisms should be such that they
increase system performance while still being light on resource consumption.

• In Paper C we present a general framework for offloading multimedia data
that is organized in terms of playlists and we then investigate the performance
of the framework in realistic urban environments using the music streaming
service Spotify as a use-case. We demonstrate that it is feasible to use oppor-
tunistic device-to-device communication in the context of music streaming,
and that the system performance is insensitive to a number of parameters
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such as playlist length distribution, and initial content availability distribu-
tion, however it exhibits sensitivity towards the amount of requested data and
the node density.

Design of Energy Saving Mechanisms

In order to announce their presence in the network and discover peers in their
vicinity, nodes are required to periodically broadcast short beacon messages over
a short-range radio interface. Since mobile devices are battery-powered, node dis-
covery should be performed at a low energy cost. Therefore, we need to devise
algorithms that reduce the energy consumption while at the same time do not
harm the performance of the system in terms of application throughput. To this
end, we propose, evaluate and compare the following solutions for decreasing energy
consumption at the end device.

• In Paper D we evaluate the use of an energy-efficient dual-radio subsystem
for opportunistic networking. With such a system, nodes use a low-power
radio for neighbor discovery and the high-power radio is only used for the
downloading of content items and it is suspended otherwise. We implement
the dual-radio subsystem as an OMNeT++ module which has been further
used by our community in a number of research projects. We show that a dual-
radio architecture is applicable to opportunistic communication. However
with the available radio technologies it fails to perform efficient neighbor
discovery in dense environments.

• In Paper E we explore the impact of duty cycling on opportunistic communi-
cation and demonstrate the applicability of asynchronous wake-up schemes.
We present an analytical model that captures the probability to skip a contact
when utilizing a duty-cycling scheme, and we verify it with extensive trace-
driven simulations. We further compare the performance of asynchronous
duty-cycling schemes to other energy-saving mechanisms available in the lit-
erature, and show that we achieve similar or better performance at a reduced
complexity.

• In Paper F we show that, counter to prior understanding, node selfishness
in opportunistic networks can be perceived as a positive trait when a critical
mass of participating devices is available during the data dissemination pro-
cess. We pair selfish behavior with duty cycling and devise an energy-aware
algorithm for use in mobile data offloading scenarios. We demonstrate that
our algorithm significantly reduces energy consumption during the offloading
phase (up to 90%) without harming application throughput.

Future of Opportunistic Networks

For a decade opportunistic networks have been considered as a stand-alone solution.
However, with predictions of 50 billion connected devices by 2020, we need to discuss
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whether the concept of opportunistic communication could be used in the context
of future networking solutions.

• In Paper G we position opportunistic communication with respect to current
trends, and argue that opportunistic networks are the conceptual predecessor
of the current device-to-device communications paradigm as defined by the
Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP).

The rest of this thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 discusses human mobility
as an enabler of opportunistic communication, and introduces agent-based mobility
models for representing human mobility in wireless mobile systems. Chapter 3
presents the publish/subscribe paradigm and its implementation in the context of
opportunistic communication; we also present possible opportunistic applications.
Chapter 4 introduces various energy-saving mechanisms, and discusses which of
these mechanisms are applicable to opportunistic systems. Chapter 5 presents the
work that constitutes this thesis, and in Chapter 6 we summarize the conclusions
across all studies in the thesis as outlined in Chapters 2–4 and present future
research directions.



Chapter 2

Human Mobility and Opportunistic
Communication

The single biggest problem in
communication is the illusion
that it has taken place.

George Bernard Shaw

As mobile ad hoc networks gained popularity in the research community, they
introduced new requirements on understanding mobility. Since communication op-
portunities were dependent on node movements, capturing mobility in a realistic
and precise manner became of importance. The Random Waypoint (RWP) mobil-
ity model [58] was the first mobility model introduced into the MANET research
community, and as such was extensively used in performance evaluation of mobile
wireless communication systems due to its simplicity and tractability. The model
however was soon found to lead to unrealistic results and was even labeled ”harm-
ful” [100]. Furthermore, in the context of recreating the complex nature of human
mobility, it was unrealistic to assume that humans move in a random manner and
their movements are characterized with infinite sojourn times. In fact, in [36] it was
recently shown that human mobility trajectories are extremely unique, and usually
bound to few attraction points such as work and home. With time, new mobility
models appeared trying to address the shortcomings of the RWP model. In this
chapter we first classify human mobility, and then present an overview of analytic
mobility models as well as mobility traces obtained during small-scale experiments.
We discuss how these models fail to capture specific features of human mobility,
and we then introduce agent-based mobility models for representing human mobility
in mobile wireless systems, and present in detail our simulation setup, performance
metrics as well as evaluation tools.

9
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COMMUNICATION

2.1 Classification of Human Mobility

Human mobility can be classified as operational (micro-level), tactical and strategic
mobility (macro-level) [55]. Operational mobility describes the physical process of
human movement, including walking speed, physical size of nodes and interaction
with other traffic due to queuing and to avoid collisions. It also defines sporadic
short-lived encounters between random nodes with their duration and frequency.
Strategic and tactical mobility describe a macro perspective of node movements. At
the strategic level humans decide their daily movement patterns and the activities
they would like to perform, such as go to work or take a walk in the park. The
tactical level considers the implementation of a strategic decision, such as choosing
a way of travel or a shortest path, taking into consideration environmental factors
like obstacles and congestion.

Each of these levels is likely to affect the performance of wireless communication
networks differently. On one side, the decisions taken on strategic and tactical
level can affect the inter-meeting times between specific nodes, which is of high
importance for delay-tolerant networks. Examining decisions on macro-level will
also play an important role for device-to-device communication in the context of
3GPP’s proximity services where communication range between nodes is expected
to be up to 500 m. On the other side, operational level decisions are likely to affect
node connectivity, as well as durations of different contacts both between nodes that
are in each others communication range, as well as for nodes which communicate
over one (or more) relay nodes. This determines the amount of data that can be
transferred over a contact which is of great importance for forwarding contents
between nodes, or for disseminating data for content distribution applications.

2.2 Overview of Mobility Models

Synthetic and Trace-based Mobility Models

Mobility models can be classified in two main categories: synthetic and trace-
based. On the one hand, synthetic mobility models often result in traces that lack
realism (consider random waypoint as an example). On the other hand, trace-based
mobility models are devised from available measurement studies, and are thus more
realistic, however not always simple to generalize. In this section we briefly discuss
the advances made in both synthetic and trace-based mobility modeling, and outline
which parameters of human mobility are yet not captured in a model.

Most mobility models are inspired by the work in the area of delay-tolerant
networking, and address mobility at strategic and tactical levels. These mobility
models attempt to capture one or multiple characteristics of human mobility: from
the distribution of inter-contact and contact times [27, 39] to the distribution of
flight times [85], mobility areas [45], as well as features such as least-action trip
planning [69] and even social network or community belonging [75, 76]. The pedes-
trian mobility model presented in [57] even incorporates obstacles to restrict node
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movement and wireless transmission.
Despite the steps taken towards more realistic modeling of pedestrian mobility,

there are still a number of issues that are left out of the modeling scope. For
example, pedestrian mobility models usually assume a free flow of nodes and do not
consider node-to-node interactions. The space where mobility occurs is either not
considered at all, or only in a very limited way. Cultural aspects, such as differences
in personal space requirements and walking speed, are usually neglected. Moreover,
most models are closed systems, and the effect of arrival processes and sojourn times
in the observed area are not considered. Studies based on random mobility, without
consideration of physical interaction, and without arrival and departures of nodes
might give misleading conclusions on the performance of systems.

Only few mobility models discuss mobility at an operational level. In [94] the
authors develop a detailed analytical model to study the connectivity properties of
pedestrian mobility along a street. The zero-dimensional mobility model in [78] is
an open system model for small-sized areas in which node mobility inside the area
does not affect the connectivity graph. However, these models are only applicable to
specific scenarios and it is not straight-forward how they can be used for capturing
mobility at a greater scale.

Finally, a number of analytical models have been developed in the area of social
science [47], urban planning [4, 20], and gaming [7]. To the best of our knowledge,
those studies have until now been separated from the field of wireless communica-
tions.

Measurement Traces

Measurement campaigns for collecting traces in order to understand human mobil-
ity and evaluate its characteristics usually rely on users volunteering to take part
in an experiment. Users are equipped with some wireless device (often a sensor
or a mobile phone) which has customized software to record the temporal infor-
mation about contact opportunities. Individual measurements are then collected,
combined and parsed to obtain the temporal distribution of contact times. How-
ever, there have been a few shortcomings when using such measurement traces in
evaluating the performance of wireless communication systems. First, the traces
often capture movement in environments which are not representative for the daily
movement of humans, such as technical conferences [56], parks [15] or roller skating
competitions [93]. Furthermore, since the traces often encompass small population
of participants (up to a 100 users), it is unclear how these results should be scaled
up in order to represent larger and more meaningful populations, such as users
roaming in urban areas. Finally, the granularity at which contact opportunities are
registered depends strongly on the wireless technology used.

Real-life measurements are hindered by factors like logistics for performing ex-
periments, software or hardware failures that may lead to faulty measurements as
well as scalability issues. Thus, some studies instead explore human mobility in
human-like virtual worlds such as SecondLife [68] and World of Warcraft [86]. It
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has been shown that virtual traces exhibit several of the characteristics of real-world
traces. This approach has one main advantage: producing synthetic traces based
on the movement of players in multiplayer online games is not as time-consuming
as performing large-scale real-world measurements, and it does come at a lower
cost. However, mobility traces from virtual worlds only try to mimic the well-
defined characteristics of the synthetic and trace-based mobility models discussed
above but do not incorporate new characteristics. Thus, they have not been used
extensively in evaluation of wireless communication systems.

2.3 Agent-Based Mobility Simulation

For capturing human mobility we use Legion Studio [4], a commercial simula-
tion software package initially developed for designing and dimensioning large-scale
spaces via multi-agent simulation of pedestrian behaviors. It is used mainly by ar-
chitects and civil engineers. Legion Studio allows importing of AutoCAD drawings
of built structures such as subway stations and a grid of streets in urban areas.

For a simulated scenario, the arrival distribution and target walking speed dis-
tribution of pedestrians can be set, as well as the mobility objectives (e.g. decisions
taken at crossroads) and target destinations for the pedestrians. Legion Studio then
provides a multi-agent pedestrian model for simulating the pedestrian movements
and collision avoidance. The multi-agent pedestrian model is based on advanced an-
alytical and empirical models and although Legion Studio is a commercial product,
a thorough description of the models is available [61].

The mobility model in Legion Studio has been validated and calibrated by mea-
suring and monitoring pedestrian behavior, both in controlled settings and with
real pedestrian crowds in physical environments [21]. One of the main contribu-
tions of our work is thus the introduction of agent-based simulation, and in partic-
ular Legion Studio, for evaluating mobility with respect to communication network
performance.

In a simulation, each pedestrian is represented by a two-dimensional circular
entity of a size that approximates an actual person. The navigation decisions of
each entity are mostly based on the interaction with other nodes, as well as the
interaction with the surrounding environment, although overriding certain choices is
possible. As in real life, the movement patterns follow a least effort principle where
each entity tries to maintain its personal space and minimize its dissatisfaction
before choosing its next move. Legion Studio provides different aspects of the
dissatisfaction factor: inconvenience, frustration and spatial discomfort. Moreover,
Legion Studio incorporates all three levels of human mobility (strategic, tactical
and operational) for each entity in the simulation, thus allowing correct capturing
of events like queuing behind slower nodes at bottlenecks. To resemble reality even
more, it allows the use of open systems, where entities enter and leave the system
according to a predefined pattern. The ability to record the spatial positions of each
node during its lifetime in the system provides extensive information that can be
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<LEGION_ANIMATION>
<FRAME TIME="17:00:00.6 ">

<ENTITY ID="1">
<POS>45.374,15.946</POS>
<ACTIVITY>Walking</ACTIVITY>

</ENTITY>
<ENTITY ID="2">

<POS>45.308,17.324</POS>
<ACTIVITY>Walking</ACTIVITY>

</ENTITY>
</FRAME>
<FRAME TIME="17:00:01.2 ">

<ENTITY ID="1">
<POS>44.639,15.943</POS>
<ACTIVITY>Waiting</ACTIVITY>

</ENTITY>
<ENTITY ID="2">

<POS>44.458,17.266</POS>
<ACTIVITY>On Escalator</ACTIVITY>

</ENTITY>
</FRAME>

</LEGION_ANIMATION>

Listing 2.1: A sample mobility trace captured with Legion Studio. The trace
consists of snapshots, or frames, which describe the position of each node, or entity,
in the system as well as the activity the node is performing in the current frame,
e.g., walking or being on an escalator. Frames are sampled every 0.6 s.

used for evaluating mobile communication systems based on thorough examination
of user behaviors.

Each simulation run in Legion Studio results in a trace file in which the position
of nodes is recorded every 0.6 s. (A sample mobility trace is presented in Listing 2.)
To this date we have not found other mobility traces in public databases such as
CRAWDAD [35] that capture mobility at such fine granularity. In 2014 we made
the traces used in this thesis available to the networking community [66], and they
have already been used for validation of models dealing with different aspects of
opportunistic communication such as efficient neighbor discovery [52] and crowd
counting [79].

Simulation Specifics

We assume that the mobile nodes can communicate over a short-range radio (e.g.
Bluetooth or 802.11), and that two nodes can communicate whenever they are
within a fixed range r of each other. When modeling the space in which mobility
occurs, we present it as a 2D model which delimits trajectories of nodes but does
not capture further limitations of the physical environment such as the actual size of
physical obstacles. Thus, radio propagation issues such as interference, shadowing,
fading are not considered. Furthermore, when evaluating mobility we also do not
consider link-layer issues such as MAC-layer contention. We realize that these
factors affect the performance of wireless systems and that the interplay between
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.1: Urban scenarios: (a) a grid of streets representing a part of downtown
Stockholm, Östermalm, and (b) a two-level subway station.

them and mobility can be complex. Moreover, the effect of these factors can depend
strongly on the particular radio technology being used. However, we here aim at
examining the properties of an ideal mobile wireless system so that we can focus
exclusively on the effect of mobility. We release some of these restrictions in the
following chapters.

Mobility Scenarios

Fig. 2.1(a) and 2.1(b) present the scenarios considered in our evaluation: an outdoor
urban scenario, modeling the Östermalm area of central Stockholm, and an indoor
scenario, recreating a two-level subway station. We note that it is not possible to
capture all states of human mobility with a single setup, however the scenarios are
representative of typical day-time pedestrian mobility.

The Östermalm scenario consists of a grid of interconnected streets with lengths
varying from 20 m to 200 m. Each street has a width of 2 m which is representative
for a pavement. Fourteen passages connect the observed area to the outside world,
and we assume that nodes enter from each of these passages with equal arrival rate
λ. Upon arrival at an intersection, a node decides to continue straight on the same
segment with a probability 0.5, and to turn left or right with equal probabilities.
The active area of the Östermalm scenario is 5872 m2. The nodes are constantly
moving, hence the scenario can be characterized as a high-mobility scenario.

The Subway station has train platforms connected via escalators to the entry-
level. Nodes arrive on foot from any of five entry points to the subway station, or
when a train arrives at the platform. The train arrivals create burstiness in the
node arrivals and departures. Nodes congregate while waiting for a train at one of
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the platforms, or while taking a break in the store or the coffee shop at the entry
level. Since the station is relatively densely populated, and its structure severely
constrains mobility, the physical interaction of nodes is high and leads to queuing.
The main bottleneck, where queuing is observed, are the escalators. The active
area is 1921 m2.

Connectivity Metrics

The main focus of our evaluation is to explore how mobility affects the wireless
connectivity graph. Various studies have shown that for mobile wireless systems
there is a strong correlation between metrics defined on the connectivity graph and
the protocol or system level metrics [16, 17, 27]. The connectivity graph at time t is
an undirected graph G(t) = (V (t), E(t)) where V (t) is the set of mobile nodes, and
the edge set E(t) consists of the wireless radio links between nodes. Thus we have
that link (ni, nj) ∈ E(t) if D(ni, nj) ≤ r at time t where D(ni, nj) is the Euclidean
distance between nodes ni and nj . Our evaluation studies the following metrics.

• Link duration: This is the time when two nodes are physically within direct
communication range. More formally, if there exists an ε > 0 such that
(ni, nj) ∈ E(τ) for all τ ∈ [t, t + d] and (ni, nj) /∈ E(t − ε) and (ni, nj) /∈
E(t+ d+ ε), then d is defined as the link duration.

• Contact rate: We define the contact rate as the number of non-zero link
durations per node, divided by the lifetime of the node in the simulation.
Since we study open systems, the contact rate is a more suitable metric than
the number of contacts, since the rate is (by definition) normalized by the
simulation sojourn time of a node.

• Inter-contact time: We define the inter-contact time as the elapsed time from
the beginning of one contact to the beginning of the next.

• Path duration: A path P = {n1, n2, ..., nk} exists between nodes n1 and nk at
time t if {(n1, n2), (n2, n3), ..., (nk−1, nk)} ⊂ E(t). The path duration is the
time during which two remote nodes are physically connected via the same
set of relay nodes. It is defined in a similar manner as the link duration.
If there exists an ε > 0 such that {(n1, n2), (n2, n3), ..., (nk−1, nk)} ⊂ E(τ)
for all τ ∈ [t, t + d] and {(n1, n2), (n2, n3), ..., (nk−1, nk)} 6⊂ E(t − ε) and
{(n1, n2), (n2, n3), ..., (nk−1, nk)} 6⊂ E(t + d + ε) then we define d as the du-
ration of path P .

Observe that our definition of link duration encompasses the total time during
which two neighboring nodes are in communication range and could potentially
communicate. However, in reality, only a portion of this time would be used for
actual data transfer since nodes require some initial time in order to discover each
other’s presence in the network. Thus, the actual amount of data that can be
transferred over a contact would depend on the efficiency of the discovery protocol,
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as well as on the particular radio technology used. The contact rate is a measure of
the contact opportunities available to nodes. The contact rate between any pair of
nodes has been shown to be a metric that highly affects the performance of routing
protocols in delay tolerant networks [27]. The path duration is a measure of the time
that two nodes can communicate over a particular path. It is an important metric
that affects the feasibility of ad-hoc routing protocols in multi-hop networks [16].

Evaluation Tools

We finally introduce the statistical tools we have used for evaluating the connective
metrics introduced in the previous section. We also briefly explain how we apply
each of these tools in our evaluation. Further details can be found in Paper A.

Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test is a nonparametric test of the equality of con-
tinuous, one-dimensional probability distributions. In this work we adopt the one-
sample KS test that can be used to compare a sample with a reference probability
distribution. It quantifies the distance between the empirical distribution function
of the sample and the cumulative distribution function of the reference distribution.
We use the KS statistic to evaluate the goodness-of-fit for the distribution of link
durations, inter-contact times as well as path durations with respect to a number
of standard probability distributions.

The KS statistic for a given cumulative distribution function F (x) is:

Dn = sup
x
|Fn(x)− F (x)|

where Fn(x) is the empirical distribution function for n independent and identically
distributed observations X.

Pearson Correlation, r

The Pearson correlation coefficient r is a measure of the linear dependence between
two variables. The Pearson correlation coefficient is a value r ∈ [−1; 1], where r = 1
is total positive correlation, r = 0 is no correlation, and r = −1 is total negative
correlation. We use the Pearson correlation coefficient to evaluate the correlation
between the inter-contact times versus link durations.

Assuming we have two data sets with samples {x1, x2...xn} and {y1, y2...yn}
each consisting of n values, the Pearson coefficient is calculated as:

r =

∑n
i=1(xi − x̄)(yi − ȳ)√∑n

i=1(xi − x̄)2
√∑n

i=1(yi − ȳ)2

where x̄ = 1
n

∑n
i=1 xi and ȳ = 1

n

∑n
i=1 yi are the sample means of each of the two

data sets.
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Variable xi Ordinal ranking Fractional ranking Xi

0.6 1 1
1.2 2 2+3

2 = 2.5
1.2 3 2+3

2 = 2.5
1.8 4 4

Table 2.1: Toy example of ordinal and fractional rankings

Spearman Rank Correlation, ρ

The Spearman rank correlation coefficient ρ is a nonparametric measure of statisti-
cal dependence between two variables. It assesses how well the relationship between
two variables can be described using a monotonic function.

The Spearman rank correlation coefficient is defined over the same sample data
sets as the Pearson correlation coefficient but it takes into account the fractional
rankings for each pair of variables in the sample data set. For a sample of size n,
the n raw scores (xi, yi) are first converted to ranks (Xi, Yi), as explained below,
and then ρ is computed from:

ρ = 1− 6
∑
d2i

n(n2 − 1)

where di = Xi−Yi is the difference between the fractional ranks. A fractional rank
is computed as follows: initially all variables are ranked according to their ordinal
ranking. Afterwards the rank is re-evaluated only for those variables that compare
equal; they receive new fractional ranking which is the computed as the mean of
their ordinal rankings. A toy example is presented in Table 2.1.





Chapter 3

Design Issues and Opportunistic
Networks

Any product that needs a manual
to work is broken.

Elon Musk

Due to the underlying mobility in opportunistic networks, as well as the di-
verse information that can potentially be disseminated over opportunistic contacts,
adopting a typical client-server architecture may not be optimal. In other words,
finding a particular server-node which could deliver a specific content item to a
given client-node is not trivial in dynamic environments. Even if such coupling is
made possible, the time-scale at which contact opportunities occur between specific
node pairs may be prohibitive, i.e., the deadlines for obtaining contents are often
expected to be much shorter than the inter-meeting times. Thus, we search for
alternative communication paradigms that are better suited for the characteristics
of opportunistic networks. We first introduce the basics of the publish/subscribe
paradigm, and we then discuss why this architecture fits nicely with the concept
of opportunistic communication. We then discuss further other designs for oppor-
tunistic networks discussed in the literature, and we differentiate our design with
respect to these proposals. Finally, we focus on the potential applications that
could run on top of an opportunistic network; we present an overview of the most
popular delay-tolerant applications as defined by the research community, and we
then argue that a class of near real-time applications with specific characteristics
can also benefit from opportunistic content dissemination.
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Topic #2

Topic #1

Publisher

Subscriber #3

Subscriber #2

Subscriber #1

Figure 3.1: Topic-based filtering for publish/subscribe.

3.1 The Publish/Subscribe Paradigm

The publish/subscribe paradigm, or simply pub/sub, is a messaging paradigm where
senders of messages, called publishers, do not program the messages to be sent
directly to specific receivers, called subscribers, but instead characterize published
messages into classes without knowledge of which subscribers, if any, there might
be. Similarly, subscribers express interest in one or more classes and only receive
messages that are of interest, without knowledge of which publishers, if any, there
are. In the pub/sub model, subscribers typically receive only a subset of the total
messages published (see Fig. 3.1). The process of selecting messages for reception
and processing is called filtering. Filtering can be either topic-based or content-
based. In topic-based filtering, messages are published to ”topics” or named logical
channels. Subscribers will receive all messages published to the topics to which
they subscribe, and all subscribers to a topic will receive the same messages. The
publisher is responsible for defining the classes of messages to which subscribers can
subscribe. In content-based filtering, messages are only delivered to a subscriber
if the attributes or content of those messages match constraints defined by the
subscriber. The subscriber is responsible for classifying the messages.

Two are the main advantages of pub/sub systems: loose coupling and scalabil-
ity. Loose coupling essentially means that publishers do not need to know of the
existence of their subscribers. Since the focus is on the topics and/or contents, both
publishers and subscribers may be unaware of the system topology. Furthermore
pub/sub systems often decouple publishers and subscribers both geographically and
temporally. In other words, a publisher is able to post messages to subscribers, even
when the process at the subscriber is not running. Due to its distributed operation,
pub/sub architectures are very scalable; web syndication protocols like RSS [9] and
Atom [14] that adopt the pub/sub paradigm are able to reach (potentially) mil-
lions of separate subscribers at the price of a higher latency and lack of delivery
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guarantees.
The basic system model for pulish/subscribe interaction relies on an event no-

tification service providing storage and management for subscriptions and efficient
delivery of messages [40]. In other words, publishers publish information to an
event service and subscribers consume information from the event service. Thus,
the event service acts as a mediator between publishers and subscribers, providing
pub/sub systems with space, time and synchronization decoupling.

Pub/Sub and Opportunistic Networks

Studies that explore the popularity distribution of (user-generated) contents on the
Internet [26] demonstrate that a small amount of contents often experiences high
popularity, while most content items are only consumed by few users. We believe
that this trend will be carried over to the opportunistic domain as contents is now
predominantly consumed on mobile devices [34] with 59% of users viewing (video)
contents on mobile devices outside of their homes [33]. In other words, popular
contents are likely to be present in multiple nodes in the network. In the context of
opportunistic communication, these nodes can be seen to act as publishers; nodes
that do not have the contents but are willing to obtain it, i.e. have interest in it,
are considered to be subscribers. Furthermore, when a subscriber obtains contents
of interest from a publisher, it re-publishes the contents making it available to
other subscribers it may further come in contact with. We note that as opposed to
the basic system model for publish/subscribe interactions, presented above, in the
context of opportunistic communication there is no need for introducing an event
service as a mediator between publishers and subscribers. The definition of interests
on user devices is out of the scope of this thesis, however one can envision that
subscriptions can be done either in a centralized manner (through an online service
for discovery of new content channels) or in a decentralized manner (by inspecting
the subscriptions of users in a given location or area). Thus, an opportunistic system
can be seen as a pub/sub system where communicating entities are decoupled from
the contents they store which inherently allows for asynchronous communication
and leverages looser delay constraints.

The opportunistic system studied in this thesis builds on previous work done
as part of the PodNet project [8], especially the work in [63] and [70]. The work
in [63] presents the initial idea of delay-tolerant broadcasting, while [70] introduces
podcasting as an application for delay-tolerant networks. In our work we propose
and implement a specific middleware of a publish/subscribe system for networks
with intermittent connectivity. Design and implementation details are presented in
Paper B.

3.2 Other Opportunistic Networking Designs

A number of systems that (partially or fully) incorporate the concepts of oppor-
tunistic networking have been suggested. We here provide a quick overview, and we
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present the conceptual differences between each of these proposals and our design.
Haggle [77, 91] is an architecture for mobile devices, targeted towards dynamic

environments, which goal is to provide seamless connectivity and application func-
tionality both in infrastructure and infrastructure-free setting. To achieve this,
Haggle relies on logic separation between the applications and the underlying net-
work technology. When in the wireless ad hoc domain, nodes can associate using
any of the available ad-hoc technologies on their devices (e.g., Bluetooth or IEEE
802.11). Data objects that can be shared among users comprise of type/value pairs
to describe the object during a search process; however unlike our system, the ob-
jects in Haggle are not structured in a hierarchical way. Instead, inspiration has
been drawn from search engines such as Google.

7DS [80] is an architecture that enables exchange of data among mobile devices
when this data cannot be fetched from the Internet due to lack of connectivity
or failure of the request. Thus, 7DS relies heavily on URLs for identifying data
objects, and data generated by users on their mobile devices are not considered as
potential candidates for sharing. Similar to our design, in 7DS nodes can cooperate
by data sharing, by forwarding data or by caching popular content items.

PeopleNet [74] is a simple, scalable and low-cost architecture for efficient infor-
mation search in a distributed manner, which mimics the way people seek informa-
tion via social networking. Unlike our design, which presents an entirely distributed
solution, PeopleNet relies heavily on infrastructure to propagate queries to users in
specific geographic locations, which they call bazaars. Within each bazaar, however,
queries are distributed among neighbors in a peer-to-peer fashion.

BlueTorrent [60] presents an opportunistic cooperative content sharing protocol
for Bluetooth-enabled devices carried by humans in urban areas. The authors
examine closely the characteristic of Bluetooth radios in order to parameterize their
system with optimal times for peer and content discovery, as well as appropriate
chunk sizes. As opposed to it, our protocol is not bound to a specific technology,
and can potentially work with all types of radios with an ad hoc mode available on
a mobile device.

The DTN architecture [25] is a general communication architecture to enable
communication in the presence of intermittent connectivity. It consists of an overlay,
called the bundle layer, which operates above the transport layer. The architecture
specifies the format of variable length application data units, called bundles. The
goal is to deliver bundles from a sender to a receiver in the presence of intermittent
and opportunistic connectivity, possibly over a wide range of different networks
using different transport protocols. This is achieved by assuming that nodes store,
carry and forward bundles to cope with link outages. The DTN architecture is
node-centric and mainly focuses on unicast delivery of messages although some
extensions for group communication have been proposed [37]. Its design philosophy
is therefore significantly different from the content-centric approach we advocate in
our work.

AllJoyn [1] is an open-source platform by Qualcomm that has similar goals as
our platform, namely to provide a system that relieves application developers from
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many of the hard problems associated with running distributed applications in a
mobile environment with intermittent connectivity. The design of the AllJoyn sys-
tem is however quite different from ours. AllJoyn implements a virtual distributed
software bus that devices use to communicate when in range. This bus implements
mechanisms such as naming, service discovery, communication sessions and a Re-
mote Method Invocation interface that applications use to communicate. From a
developers perspective the AllJoyn system can be seen as an RMI system for oppor-
tunistic networks. In contrast, we explicitly target opportunistic publish/subscribe
communication.

CAMEO [13] is a context-aware middleware for opportunistic mobile social net-
work. The notion of context consists of user-, device- and environmental infor-
mation. Similar to our design, in CAMEO each user discovers direct neighbors
through periodic beaconing. However as opposed to our proposal CAMEO also has
the possibility to take optimized forwarding decisions by evaluating the probability
for neighboring nodes to deliver a message to a particular destination. Moreover,
in CAMEO a beacon carries all the information for node and service discovery
packed in a hash value, while our implementation presents a hierarchical structure
of contents stored in a node as well as a full request-reply content exchange protocol.

Usenet-on-the-fly [19] is an infrastructure-free solution for supporting locality of
information in spontaneous network environments. The authors present a diffusion-
based approach for information spreading among mobile devices in proximity that
accounts for the current context of the users, namely their location. Unlike our
design, Usenet-on-the-fly does not define an exhaustive protocol for opportunistic
communication.

3.3 Applicability of Opportunistic Networks

Opportunistic Networks for Delay-Tolerant Services

For a decade researchers have been searching for the ”killer application” [72] that
will boost the global deployment of opportunistic networks. Below are four distinct
application areas that have been promoted in the community.

Cellular Network Offloading: Operators struggle to cope with the traffic
demands of large crowds, especially if they are sporadic in nature, such as festivals
and street fairs. Opportunistic networks can be deployed to offload their infras-
tructure by seeding popular content to few devices in a crowded space which then
opportunistically disseminate it to others in their vicinity. However, as operators do
not like to relinquish control and as users still expect to have their requests for data
answered with minimal delay, the type of opportunistic networks that succeeds in
this scenario might be operator controlled. In Paper F we propose an energy-aware
algorithm to promote utilization of opportunistic networks in the context of cellu-
lar network offloading, and in Paper G we discuss how network operators envision
incorporating opportunistic communication in their cellular networks.
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Communication in Challenged Areas: A challenged area is often defined
as an area in which infrastructure is partially or fully unavailable. Reasons for
such unavailability may be due to (1) a natural or man-made disaster that has
destroyed available infrastructure; (2) lack of economical motivation for deploying
infrastructure, for instance in sparsely inhabited regions; or (3) inaccessibility of
certain areas, for instance mines. Due to their infrastructureless design, opportunis-
tic networks enable local communication, and could even serve as a bridge between
the challenged areas and the infrastructure (wherever available). During disasters,
this could be of great importance for supporting the operation of rescue teams. In
sparsely populated areas, both above or underground, opportunistic networks could
provide an alternative means for communication.

Censorship Circumvention: Opportunistic networks are an appropriate
tool for enabling freedom of speech in regions governed by oppressive institutions
that are inclined to censor traditional communication via the Internet. To guarantee
security of participants in opportunistic communication, links established in an
opportunistic manner are harder to jam, and individual users are not easy to track
down, especially in crowded scenarios. However, simply promoting opportunistic
networks as a censorship circumvention technology may not appeal to governmental
bodies. Therefore, this application might only be seen as an added-value instead
of a primary solution.

Proximity-based Applications: A promising use-case for opportunistic
networks are proximity-based applications. Proximity-based applications take ad-
vantage of the co-location of nodes to provide add-on services on top of available
infrastructure. Employing opportunistic networks in the proximity-based applica-
tions domain for providing services such as proximal social networking [65] however
has failed due to the following two limitations: (1) lack of explicit business model,
and (2) possibility to provide similar functionality via a traditional centralized com-
munication. As a special use-case of proximity-based applications for opportunistic
networks might be seen applications that target people in the creative sector, such
as artists or musicians; applications have been tailor-made for these industries and
have been met with interest [73].

Opportunistic Networks for Near Real-Time Services

Due to the underlying node mobility, the applicability of opportunistic networks in
urban areas has often been only bound to offloading delay-tolerant data such as news
or software updates. Furthermore, often the delay constraints for content offloading
are considered to be in the course of an hour. Naturally, such delay constraints are
unapplicable to real-time contents such as audio and video streaming. However
with the increasing amounts of multimedia contents delivered to mobile devices,
offloading solely delay-insensitive data may not be enough to reduce the traffic
volumes at mobile operators.

Although offloading real-time services is impossible due to network sparsity and
content popularity distribution among nodes in the system, it is important to no-
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tice that certain real-time services actually are delivered in near real-time to the
mobile device. Such services encompass all types of multimedia that is organized in
playlists. Due to the high predictability of the next track with respect to the cur-
rently played track, such services can then be considered as delay-tolerant services
with tight delay constraints. Only few studies [38, 88, 99] evaluate opportunistic
communication as an alternative of delivering on-demand streaming to mobile de-
vices, however the solutions rely heavily on the presence of infrastructure. Instead,
in Paper C we evaluate the feasibility of an infrastructureless solution for offloading
streaming data in near real-time.





Chapter 4

Energy-Awareness in Opportunistic
Networks

The first step toward change is
awareness.

Nathaniel Branden

Although recent smartphones are powerful devices with advanced networking
and multimedia capabilities, battery capacity is still a scarce resource. Table 4.1
shows the increase in battery capacity on flagship mobile devices by leading man-
ufacturers during the period 2010-2014. Unlike other trends in mobile computing,
such as CPU speed and disk capacity, battery capacity does not follow Moore’s
law [81]. In fact, the energy capacity of batteries has doubled roughly every 35
years [84].

Release Year
2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Battery capacity, mAh
Apple iPhone 1420 1430 1440 1560 1810
Samsung Galaxy S 1500 1650 2100 2600 2800
Google Nexus 1400 1850 2100 2300 3220

Table 4.1: Per annum battery capacity (mAh) for flagship mobile devices by leading
manufacturers. Moore’s law does not apply to batteries. Data is compiled by the
author of the thesis.

In [90] the authors show that the wireless LAN interface is responsible for a
large fraction of the energy consumption on a device. We have confirmed this in
our implementation of an opportunistic content distribution system for the Android
platform, using the IEEE 802.11 radio interface in ad-hoc mode [49]. Figure 4.1
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Figure 4.1: The 802.11 radio interface in ad-hoc mode strongly affects the battery
lifetime even when no data is sent or received through it. The rightmost curve
illustrates the energy consumption when the 802.11 interface is turned off. The
family of curves to the left corresponds to the energy consumption in the presence
of 802.11 in ad-hoc mode. All measurements are performed on an HTC Hero
smartphone [49].

shows how the 802.11 radio interface (in ad-hoc mode) affects the battery life on a
HTC Hero smartphone (with a battery capacity of 1350 mAh). When the interface
is turned on, the battery life is reduced to only 25% of what it is with the interface
turned off. This is despite the fact that no data has been transmitted or received via
the interface during the test. Once the interface is turned on, it consumes relatively
high power regardless of being in a transmit or receive state since listening in idle
state consumes almost as much energy. This suggests that reducing or eliminating
the idle energy cost of the radio interface may be a promising strategy to reduce
the overall energy consumption and to prolong battery life.

In this chapter we first present a general classification of energy saving mecha-
nisms in different areas of wireless networking, including wireless sensor networks,
ad hoc and delay-tolerant networks, and discuss to what extent these mechanisms
are applicable in the context of opportunistic networking. We then narrow down
the scope by examining in greater detail energy saving mechanisms adapted to
opportunistic networking and argue why these algorithms may be challenging to
implement. Finally, we present three energy-saving mechanisms we have explored
in our work: a dual-radio architecture, an asynchronous duty-cycling scheme and
an energy-aware algorithm that makes use of node selfishness. We define two per-
formance metrics, energy consumption and application throughput (goodput), for
evaluation of our energy-saving mechanisms.
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4.1 Classification of Energy Saving Mechanisms

In general we can differentiate between three types of power-saving mechanisms:
on-demand wake-up, scheduled (or synchronous) wake-up and asynchronous wake-
up schemes.

On-Demand Wake-Up Schemes

The on-demand wake-up mechanisms usually suggest the presence of a low-power
radio for performing node discovery. Such dual-radio architectures only wake up
the high-power radio when a useful contact has been found. The first dual-radio
system in the context of handheld mobile devices, Wake-on-Wireless, was proposed
in 2002 by Shih et al [87]. The authors implemented a prototype of a low-power
radio to be attached to PDA (Personal Digital Assistant) devices in order to reduce
the idle power, i.e., the power that a device consumes while in a ”standby” state.
In this way, they physically separated the control channel from the data channel,
allowing for the Wi-Fi interface to be completely suspended when not in use, and
only woken up upon an incoming call. Since the architecture was mostly targeted
to support of voice communication, it heavily depends on infrastructure to sup-
port the operation of the dual-radio devices; this makes the design inappropriate
when translated directly into the domain of opportunistic communication. In [83]
Pering et al proposed CoolSpots, a set of switching policies between multiple radio
interfaces, such as Bluetooth and Wi-Fi, on a single mobile device for increasing its
battery lifetime. Contrary to Wake-on-Wireless, CoolSpots uses the radios that are
already available in current mobile devices, thus reducing the level of complexity
in terms of applicability. Furthermore, it iterates between the radio interfaces with
respect to data collected by active channel measurements, and utilizes both radios
for data transmission. However, just as with Wake-on-Wireless, the system relies
heavily on the presence of infrastructure for re-routing traffic upon switching of the
currently used radio interface. Thus, the approach is not applicable for infrastruc-
tureless networks, i.e., opportunistic networks. Most recently, Jun et al introduced
a hierarchical power management for DTNs based on two radio interfaces used for
node discovery, as well as a generalized framework for estimation of wake-up inter-
vals based on the expected traffic load in the system [59]. The architecture assumes
GPS-based clock synchronization for mobile devices, knowledge of traffic patterns
between device pairs, as well as availability of contact statistics. However, these
assumptions are not appropriate for opportunistic networks, where node popula-
tion is varied, and device pairs may not be possible to track. Furthermore, relying
on GPS further increases the energy consumption of the mobile device. Thus, the
hierarchical power management framework is also not directly applicable to the
opportunistic domain.

In Paper D we evaluate the performance of an on-demand wake-up scheme
based on a dual-radio architecture, designed specifically to meet the requirements
of opportunistic communication. Our proposal is entirely infrastructureless, and
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instead of relying on predictions, it focuses on how incorporating application se-
mantics in the discovery process over a low-power control channel could reduce
energy consumption.

Scheduled Wake-Up Schemes

Nodes that utilize scheduled wake-up mechanisms wake up periodically according to
a global clock. Scheduled wake-ups are often suggested as an energy-saving mech-
anism in wireless sensor networks with sparse and static deployments [12]. Three
main categories of scheduled wake-up schemes are outlined in the sensor networks
domain. In the fully synchronized pattern [64] all nodes wake up simultaneously
according to a periodic cycle (every TC time units), and then stay awake in the
course of TA time units with TA << TC . The main drawback with such schemes is
that since all nodes wake up at the same time, collisions are inevitable. The stag-
gered wake-up patterns [64] use the formation of tree-based overlays with respect
to the structure of a sensor network, to shuffle the wake-up intervals and reduce
collisions. However, in opportunistic networks where the network structure changes
dynamically in very short intervals, building a tree overlay is not possible; thus the
staggered wake-up schedules are not applicable to opportunistic networks. Finally,
the flexible power schedules [54] take a slotted approach, diving time into slots of
duration Ts which are arranged to form periodic cycles. These schedules suffer from
inflexibility which is partially resolved by the introduction of on-demand reserva-
tion mechanisms. However, with the dynamic topology changes in opportunistic
networks, even on-demand slot reservations do not provide enough flexibility.

Only recently the performance of scheduled wake-up schemes was investigated
in the context of opportunistic networks. In [24] Bracciale et al evaluate an on-off
approach for energy savings devised to provide intermittent yet coarsely synchro-
nized Wi-Fi communication across opportunistically connected devices. The duty
cycling is suggested to occur at a ”human time-scale” (in the course of seconds
instead of on a milliseconds time-scale usually adopted in sensor networks), and
to be implemented as an overlay system service at the application layer. One of
the assumptions the authors rely on is that mobile devices simultaneously have a
cellular connection in parallel to their Wi-Fi connectivity, thus obtaining synchro-
nization signalling from the base station at regular basis. Although this assumption
holds in the general case of using opportunistic communication in urban scenarios,
it may be challenged in scenarios where cellular connectivity is not present due to
high deployment costs or natural or man-made disasters. In paper Paper E we pro-
vide a comparative analysis between the scheduled wakeup scheme in [24] and our
asynchronous wake-up scheme, and we demonstrate that in opportunistic networks
in urban environments asynchronous wake-up schemes perform in a similar way as
scheduled wake-up schemes, however at a reduced level of complexity.
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Asynchronous Wake-Up Schemes

In the last group, the asynchronous wake-up mechanisms, nodes connect to each
other by waking up at predetermined intervals that guarantee an overlap with the
wakeup intervals of neighboring nodes. Asynchronous wakeup mechanisms have
been explored in the area of ad hoc [28, 31, 102] and delay tolerant networks [30, 98]
with the main objective of assuring neighbor discovery for any node pair within
a finite time interval. They often assume sparsely populated static networks, or
mobile networks in which pause times prevail in the mobility model, and the number
of nodes in the system is constant. On the contrary, opportunistic networks in urban
environments are characterized by churn resulting in variable number of nodes, high
mobility, as well as short contact durations [50]. Furthermore, the content-centric
nature of opportunistic networks does not require pairwise communication between
particular nodes as it is often the case with ad hoc and delay tolerant networks.
Thus, the objective of guaranteeing an overlap between any two nodes in the system
is not relevant.

Asynchronous wakeup mechanisms have also been suggested in the area of wire-
less sensor networks [44, 82] for exploring multiple paths between node pairs. The
main objective is to allow for a larger set of potential forwarders, and thus decrease
latency and energy consumption. Wireless sensor networks usually assume static
deployments and data exchange among specific node pairs, thus their characteristics
are very different from the characteristics of opportunistic networks. In Paper E
we compare the performance of the asynchronous wakeup scheme in [82] to our
asynchronous wakeup scheme, and we demonstrate that in opportunistic networks
in urban environments asynchronous wakeup schemes for sensor networks perform
poorly in scenarios with low node density.

4.2 Energy Saving Mechanisms for Opportunistic Networks

Recently asynchronous mechanisms have been proposed in the area of opportunistic
networks. In [43] Gao et al propose an adaptive wake-up schedule with respect to
the inter-contact times between device pairs. The scheme aims to probabilistically
predict future contacts between specific node pairs based on contacts in the past, in
order to assure that their radio interfaces will be turned on when both devices are
in communication range, and will be turned off to save energy otherwise. In [22]
Biondi et al present a general analytical model for deriving the pair-wise inter-
contact times when a duty-cycling policy is imposed on top of node mobility. The
model assumes a duty-cycling policy in which the ON and OFF durations are
fixed and the beginning of the ON intervals are coarsely synchronized. Under the
assumptions that inter-contact times are longer than the duration of the cycling
interval, λT << 1, and that the contact process can be described as a renewal
process, the authors devise a closed-form solution for inter-contact times between
duty-cycling nodes. In [23] the authors further extend their work by optimizing the
value of the duty cycle in order to provide probabilistic end-to-end delay guarantees
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between node pairs.
In Paper E we approach the problem from a different perspective. Although a

node may in the long run have recurrent contacts with so called ”familiar strangers”,
i.e. specific peers it encounters in particular locations and/or times of the day, these
encounters are often in the course of hours and even days [43]. However, applications
such as mobile data offloading are considered to operate in a smaller time-scale, i.e.,
offloading specific contents to nodes that are in a particular geographic location in
a given moment. Thus, in our work we do not base our models on the pairwise
contact probabilities but instead consider each contact opportunity as unique with
respect to the contents it may be able to provide. Furthermore, we do not fix
the durations of the ON and OFF intervals, but instead only assume a common
cycling interval for all participants in the opportunistic network, and we do not
consider synchronization between nodes. Contrary to popular measurement traces
cited extensively by researchers [56, 93], the traces used in our study (Section 2.3)
feature inter-contact times between any two nodes that are of the same order of
magnitude as the cycling interval. The model we present does not only consider an
instantaneous node discovery when two nodes with radios in ON state come in direct
communication range, but instead encompass a larger set of contact possibilities
with respect to the actual physical contact durations nodes may experience.

A word about IEEE 802.11 in Power Save Mode

Most energy-saving mechanisms proposed in this thesis are evaluated on top of a
IEEE 802.11 MAC in our simulations. Although the algorithms are entirely inde-
pendent of the underlying protocols and could be implemented on top of any MAC
layer, 802.11 still continues to be the predominant choice when considering imple-
mentation of opportunistic systems on smart handheld devices. A valid question is
thus to ask whether introducing new energy saving mechanisms in the context of
802.11 is needed, since 802.11 already has a Power Save Mode (PSM) functionality
implemented into it. We note that the main objective of PSM is to operate in
infrastructure environments, however an ad-hoc version is also present. Figure 4.2
illustrates the operation of 802.11 PSM in ad-hoc mode. The time is divided into
beacon intervals, and the start of the beacon interval is synchronized for all nodes in
the system. Each node remains awake for a short period of time at the beginning of
the beacon interval; this period is called ATIM window (Ad-hoc Traffic Indication
Map). If a node has data to send to another peer, it transmits an ATIM request
message; if the peer answers with an ATIM ACK to this message, both nodes stay
awake until the end of the beacon interval to exchange data. However, if a node
does not have data to send to another peer or if a node does not receive any ATIM
requests during the ATIM window it can go to sleep until the end of the beacon
interval, thus saving energy.

The design choices in IEEE 802.11 PSM make it inappropriate in the context
of opportunistic networks. As discussed previously, synchronization may be a com-
plex task to perform in a distributed scenario with high levels of churn due to node
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Figure 4.2: Power Save Mode (PSM) in 802.11 for ad-hoc networks. Time is di-
vided into beacon intervals, and each beacon interval begins with an Ad-hoc Traffic
Indication Map (ATIM) window. The ON and OFF states of the radio interface of
nodes A, B and C are illustrated with a thick red line. In the first beacon interval,
node A and B are awake, while node C is in power-saving state. In the second
beacon interval, node B and C are awake, and node A goes into power-saving state.

mobility. In dense scenarios this may lead to large number of skipped contact op-
portunities. Furthermore, the algorithm requires nodes to only send ATIM requests
if they have contents to transmit to a particular node; in other words communica-
tion is push-based. It is thus unclear how opportunistic content discovery could be
performed on top of PSM.

4.3 Energy Savings vs. Altruism

In opportunistic networks it is often assumed that nodes behave in an altruistic
manner, i.e., they are willing to participate in the content dissemination process
regardless of constraints they may have with respect to their battery consumption.
This may be an overly optimistic assumption, and nodes that have already obtained
all contents of interest may prefer to opt out of distribution in order to further save
energy. Moreover, in a given moment of time some nodes may simply not have
enough battery capacity to spare for contributing to the content dissemination,
and would instead only be interested in obtaining contents. By default, selfishness
has always been considered harmful to the performance of opportunistic networks
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and different mechanisms have been suggested for providing incentives for nodes
to behave altruistic [101], as well as for detection and avoidance of selfish nodes
throughout the routing process [32]. However, they do not take into account the
price in terms of energy consumption that a node pays for being altruistic.

Contrary to previous assumptions, in Paper F we demonstrate that introducing
selfishness on top of an asynchronous duty-cycling scheme can further contribute to
decreasing the energy consumption on mobile devices, while at the same time having
little to no impact on the system performance in terms of application goodput.

4.4 Performance Metrics

We focus on two performance metrics: goodput (i.e. application throughput) and
energy consumption from a system perspective. Since we study an open system,
it is important that the metrics are normalized with respect to the nodes’ sojourn
time in the simulation. The system goodput is simply the sum of the number of
bytes downloaded by each node, Bi, divided by the sum of the lifetimes of nodes
in the simulation, ti, or G =

∑
Bi/

∑
ti. We only count bytes of fully downloaded

content items, so the goodput is a measure of the system usefulness for the users,
i.e. how much contents it can provide.

We differentiate between energy consumption by the opportunistic system, and
energy consumption by downloads directly from the cellular network. While the
first corresponds to the energy used for opportunistic data offloading, Eopp, the

latter constitutes the energy for initial downloads, E
(1)
cell (i.e. for filling caches

with data in order to bootstrap the content exchange in the observed area), and

the energy consumed for follow-up downloads, E
(2)
cell (i.e. the energy needed for

downloading contents that nodes were not able to obtain opportunistically). Thus,

the total energy a node spends is then Etot = E
(1)
cell + Eopp + E

(2)
cell[J ]. An energy

model for downloading x bytes of data over a 3G network is derived in [18]:

Ecell = 0.025(x) + 3.5︸ ︷︷ ︸
transfer energy

+ 12.5× 0.62︸ ︷︷ ︸
tail energy

+ 0.02(x/C)︸ ︷︷ ︸
maintenance energy

(4.1)

where C is the download data rate from the cellular network.
The energy consumption of the opportunistic system, Eopp, is simply the energy

consumed by the radio interface while it is turned on. The energy consumption is
computed using the Energy Framework for OMNeT++ as described in the following
section.

4.5 Simulation Tools

For evaluating the performance of the proposed energy saving schemes, we use
OMNeT++ [6], an open-source discrete modular simulation platform primarily
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used for simulation of communication networks. For conducting simulations we use
the following extension frameworks for OMNeT++.

The MiXiM Framework

MiXiM [5] is an OMNeT++ modeling framework suitable for simulation of mobile
wireless networks (wireless sensor networks, body area networks, ad-hoc networks,
vehicular networks, etc.). It offers detailed models of radio wave propagation, in-
terference estimation, radio transceiver power consumption and wireless MAC pro-
tocols. We implement a solicitation protocol for opportunistic content distribution.
For realistic representation of human mobility in urban areas, we use again the mo-
bility trace files collected in Legion Studio (Section 2.3); we import the trace files
via a custom extension of the MiXiM framework for opportunistic networking [51].

By design MiXiM allows nodes to only have a single radio interface, and this
interface is expected to be always turned on. To evaluate our energy saving mech-
anisms, we first implement an extension to the MiXiM framework which provides
nodes with one or more controllable radios [48]. The results in Papers B, D, E
and F are based on our implementation of controllable radios.

The Energy Framework

The Energy Framework [42] is an extensible OMNeT++ framework for modeling
battery consumption in wireless networks. The framework provides an easy way
to model the energy consumed in different states of a mobile node, i.e. reception,
transmission and idle state, and offers a mechanism for discarding nodes that have
depleted their batteries from the network topology. We use this framework for
gathering statistics on the energy consumption of different radio interfaces during
our simulations, and for determining the behavior of nodes based on their internal
battery state.
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Summary of Original Work

Re-writing is different from
writing. Original writing is very
difficult.

David Cronenberg

This chapter summarizes the original work that is presented in the thesis. All
papers included in the thesis appear in the same way they were published; minor
formatting changes may apply. At the end of the chapter we list other publications
that are not included in the thesis.

Paper A: Opportunistic Communication and Human Mobility

Ólafur R. Helgason, Sylvia T. Kouyoumdjieva, Gunnar Karlsson
In IEEE Transactions on Mobile Computing, vol.13, no.7, pp.1597-1610, 2014

Abstract: Many mobility models currently used for evaluating wireless communi-
cation systems have weak resemblance to reality and there is lack of understanding
on which characteristics of human mobility affect system performance. In particu-
lar, most current mobility models assume a free flow of nodes and do not consider
how mobility is affected by interactions with other persons and with the physical
environment. They also assume a closed system, not considering the effect of node
arrival and departure. The structure of space in which the mobility occurs is ei-
ther not considered at all, or only in a limited way. In this work we addresses
human mobility for evaluation of wireless communication to determine which of
the aforementioned aspects need to be captured and to what level of detail. We
focus on opportunistic communication in the form of ad-hoc and delay-tolerant net-
works. For the evaluation we use mobility models from the civil-engineering field of
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transportation and urban planning. In this field, human mobility models are used
for designing and dimensioning public spaces for comfort and safety of pedestrians
in rush hour and emergency evacuation. The models capture micro-mobility of
pedestrians better than most mobility models used in mobile networking since the
application domain requires realistic representation of node interactions with the
physical environment and with other nodes. Our results shows that the free flow
assumption used in most models does not have a significant performance impact.
We also conclude that performance is not very sensitive to accurate estimation of
the probability distributions of mobility parameters such as speed and arrival pro-
cess. Our results however suggest that it is important to capture the scenario and
space in which mobility occurs since this may affect performance significantly.

Contribution: The author of this thesis was responsible for producing the traces
used in the paper. The evaluation of the traces, as well as the writing of the paper
was performed jointly by the first two authors under the supervision of the last
author.

Paper B: A Middleware for Opportunistic Content Distribution

Ólafur R. Helgason, Sylvia T. Kouyoumdjieva, Ljubica Pajevic, Emre A. Yavuz,
Gunnar Karlsson
Submitted to Elsevier Computer Networks, Special Issue on Wireless Mobile Net-
works
Partially published in Proc. ACM SIGCOMM MobiHeld workshop, 2010

Abstract: In this work we present a middleware architecture for a mobile peer-to-
peer content distribution system. Our architecture allows wireless content dissemi-
nation between mobile nodes without relying on infrastructure support. In addition,
it supports the dissemination of contents between the wireless ad-hoc domain and
the wired Internet. In the ad-hoc domain, contents are exchanged opportunisti-
cally when nodes are within communication range. Applications access the service
of our platform through a publish/subscribe interface and therefore do not have to
deal with low-level opportunistic networking issues or matching and soliciting of
contents. Our middleware consists of three key components. A content structure
that facilitates dividing contents into logical topics and allows efficient matching of
content lookups and downloading under sporadic node connectivity. A solicitation
protocol that allows nodes to solicit content meta-information in order to discover
contents available at a neighboring node and to download content entries disjoint-
edly from different nodes. An API that allows applications to access the system
services through a publish/subscribe interface. In this work we present the design
and implementation of our middleware and describe a set of applications that use
the services provided by our middleware. We also assess the performance of the
system using our Android implementation as well as a simulation implementation
for large-scale evaluation.
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Contribution: The author of this thesis carried out the evaluation analysis in
terms of caching and energy consumption. Some of the simulation models for the
caching were developed by a master thesis student under the supervision of the
first author and the author of this thesis. The simulation models for the energy
consumption were developed by the author of this thesis. Furthermore, the author
of this thesis was much involved in the development of the middleware. The writ-
ing of the paper was done in collaboration between the first two authors under the
supervision of the last author.

Paper C: Device-to-Device Mobile Data Offloading for Music Streaming

Sylvia T. Kouyoumdjieva, Gunnar Karlsson
Submitted to INFOCOM 2015

Abstract: Device-to-device communication (also referred to as opportunistic net-
working) is considered a feasible means for offloading mobile data traffic. Due to
the sporadic nature of contact opportunities, applications in the domain of device-
to-device communication are assumed to be delay-tolerant, with content expiration
deadlines being of the order of hours. However, predictions suggest that by 2020
more than 75% of the traffic volumes at mobile operators will be generated by multi-
media contents (audio and video) which is often seen as data served in real-time. In
this paper we explore how the concept of opportunistic networking can be used for
disseminating real-time contents for users in urban environments. We first present
a general framework for offloading multimedia data that is organized in terms of
playlists, and we then investigate the performance of the framework in realistic
urban environments using the music streaming service Spotify as a use-case. Our
results show that it is feasible to use opportunistic device-to-device communication
in the context of music streaming. We demonstrate that the system performance
is insensitive to a number of parameters such as playlist length distribution, and
initial content availability distribution, however it exhibits sensitivity towards the
amount of requested data and the node density.

Contribution: The author of this thesis performed the work presented in this
paper, from idea to execution, under the supervision of the second author.

Paper D: Evaluating an Energy-efficient Radio Architecture for Oppor-
tunistic Communication

Sylvia T. Kouyoumdjieva, Ólafur Helgason, Emre A. Yavuz, Gunnar Karlsson
In Proc. IEEE International Conference on Communications (ICC), 2012

Abstract: A major challenge for wireless networks is to minimize the energy con-
sumption in the mobile devices. This work evaluates potential performance gains
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of a dual-radio architecture in which a low power radio is used to wake up the
primary high power radio. Our targeted domain is opportunistic communication
directly between devices. We show that it can significantly reduce the energy con-
sumption at a price of slightly decreased goodput. We also examine the effect of
the MAC protocol on the performance of the dual-radio system and we point out
that in dense scenarios MAC layer protocols, such as of 802.15.4, do not perform
well. We observe that information on device density of an environment can be used
to address this shortcoming.

Contribution: The author of this thesis developed the simulation model, which is
an extension of the simulation model in [48], and carried out the evaluation analysis
of the system performance. The writing of the paper was done in a collaboration
between the first two authors. The other two authors were supervising the work.

Paper E: Impact of Duty Cycling on Opportunistic Communication

Sylvia T. Kouyoumdjieva, Gunnar Karlsson
In IEEE Transactions on Mobile Computing, to appear

Abstract: A major challenge in mobile wireless devices for opportunistic networks
is to decrease the energy consumption. The decrease however should not come
at a cost of reduced application throughput (i.e. goodput). This work evaluates
the potential performance gains for mobile nodes that adopt duty cycling in an
opportunistic context. The paper presents an analytical framework for evaluating
goodput and energy consumption of nodes based on a probabilistic estimation of
effective contact durations, and it validates this framework on a mobility scenario.
The study shows that both goodput and energy consumption depend strongly on
the distribution of listening durations, and that goodput is independent of the con-
tact rate among nodes. This work also includes extensive trace-driven simulations
and demonstrates that duty cycling considerably improves the performance of op-
portunistic networks by decreasing the energy consumption without significantly
affecting the goodput.

Contribution: The author of this thesis performed the work presented in this
paper, from idea to execution, under the supervision of the second author.

Paper F: Energy-Aware Opportunistic Mobile Data Offloading Under
Full and Limited Cooperation

Sylvia T. Kouyoumdjieva, Gunnar Karlsson
Submitted to Elsevier Computer Communications
Partially published in Proc. IFIP Networking 2015

Abstract: Opportunistic networking (a.k.a. device-to-device communication) is
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considered a feasible means for offloading mobile data traffic. Since mobile nodes
are battery-powered, opportunistic networks must be expected to satisfy the user
demand without greatly affecting battery lifetime. To address this requirement,
this work introduces progressive selfishness, an adaptive and scalable energy-aware
algorithm for opportunistic networks used in the context of mobile data offload-
ing. The paper evaluates the performance of progressive selfishness in terms of
both application throughput and energy consumption via extensive trace-driven
simulations of realistic pedestrian behavior. The evaluation considers two modes
of nodal cooperation: full and limited, with respect to the percentage of nodes in
the system that adopt progressive selfishness. The paper demonstrates that under
full cooperation the proposed algorithm is robust against the distributions of node
density and initial content availability. The results show that in certain scenar-
ios progressive selfishness achieves up to 85% energy savings during opportunistic
downloads while sacrificing less than 1% in application throughput. Furthermore,
the study demonstrates that in terms of total energy consumption (by both cellular
and opportunistic downloads) in dense environments the performance of progressive
selfishness is comparable to downloading contents directly from a mobile network.
Finally, the paper shows that progressive selfishness is robust against the presence
of non-cooperative nodes in the system, and that in certain scenarios the system-
level performance does not deteriorate significantly under limited cooperation even
when 50% of the nodes in the system do not adhere to the specifics of the algorithm.

Contribution: The author of this thesis performed the work presented in this
paper, from idea to execution, under the supervision of the second author.

Paper G: From Opportunistic Networks to 3GPP Network-Independent
Device-to-Device Communication

Sylvia T. Kouyoumdjieva, Gunnar Karlsson
Technical Report, TRITA-EE 2015:99, ISSN 1653-5146
An abbreviated version of this paper is submitted to ACM GetMobile

Abstract: Device-to-device (D2D) communication has been proposed as a com-
plement to traditional communication via cellular networks. D2D establishes a di-
rect communication link between mobile devices instead of relaying traffic through
the cellular infrastructure. While D2D is currently one of the hottest topics in
telecommunications both in academia and in industry, the idea of allowing de-
vices co-located in space and time to communicate directly with one another is not
new. In this article we first present an overview of 3GPP D2D and then compare
network-independent D2D communication to opportunistic communication, a com-
munication concept with a decade long history, and demonstrate that they share
a number of common characteristics. We discuss which best practices from the
opportunistic networking domain are applicable directly to network-independent
D2D, and outline open questions in the D2D design that have not been considered
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in previous research efforts.

Contribution: The idea of this paper is based on fruitful discussions between
the authors. The author of this thesis performed the work presented in this paper
under the supervision of the second author.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

The best way to predict your
future is to create it.

Abraham Lincoln

This thesis examines system design issues in the opportunistic networking do-
main. The main objective of the work in the thesis is to determine the enablers,
from a system point of view, that turn opportunistic communication into a feasible
communication mode for mobile users in urban areas. We approached the objec-
tive by defining three research challenges, namely evaluating (1) the effect of human
mobility on opportunistic communication, (2) the protocol design and applicabil-
ity of opportunistic networks in urban areas, and (3) the design of energy-saving
mechanisms for opportunistic communication. In this chapter we summarize the
main conclusions of our work, and we discuss future research directions.

Conclusions

Effect of Human Mobility in Urban Areas

We studied how pedestrian mobility affects the connectivity of wireless systems. We
focused on identifying effects due to details in the operational-level mobility process,
such as distribution of target speed, node arrival process, node-to-node interactions
and specifics of the scenario in which mobility occurs. For our simulation evaluation,
we introduced Legion Studio, an agent-based simulator that realistically captures
node interactions and the structure of the space in which mobility occurs. This
allowed us to study mobility on a finer timescale and for larger populations than
most other works and address and evaluate the effect of assumptions (such as free
flow of nodes and insensitivity to walking speed distribution) that are commonly
made without justification when studying mobility and wireless communication.
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We statistically analyzed the empirical distributions for the connectivity metrics
and how sensitive they are to changes in mobility input parameters, and found out
that changes in micro-level mobility input metrics do not affect the connectivity sig-
nificantly. Comparing connectivity metrics across scenarios however showed more
difference and this was particularly reflected in the link duration and path duration
metrics. We also studied how the performance of stationary nodes, such as access
points, is affected by mobility and AP position and showed that the connectivity
of stationary nodes depends strongly on their position. All of the above suggests
that when modeling mobility, accurately capturing the scenario and its structure is
much more important than a detailed estimation of input mobility parameters. We
showed that node-to-node interactions in dense scenarios only have a small effect
on connectivity and they lead to an increase in link durations which is likely to
improve performance for most applications. Mobility models that assume a free
flow of nodes are therefore likely to give slightly pessimistic performance results
when compared to similar models that capture node interactions.

Protocol Design and Applicability

We presented the architecture and design of a mobile peer-to-peer content-distribution
system based on a publish/subscribe paradigm. We assumed that content spreads
via sharing and direct interest-based dissemination and our design included a set
of basic mechanisms to discover and transfer contents efficiently in opportunistic
networks. The system used a decentralized content solicitation scheme that allowed
the distribution of contents between mobile devices without requiring Internet con-
nectivity and infrastructure support. The system design addressed key issues, in
particular the structuring of content to facilitate efficient lookup and matching of
contents. We believe that our design is general and facilitates the implementation
of advanced content-centric applications. We have also implemented our system in
a simulator environment and performed a large-scale evaluation in terms of both
application throughput and energy consumption. The simulator implementation
consists of a detailed node and protocol implementation and uses a realistic mo-
bility model of pedestrians in a city. We showed that the system performance
scales well with the number of nodes since performance improves when more nodes
participate.

We have further evaluated two features on top of our design: caching and en-
ergy saving mechanisms. We presented three relay request strategies, and showed
that caching contents on behalf of other nodes can significantly increase resource
consumption for downloading and storage but often does not lead to any consider-
able increase in system performance in terms of application throughput. We also
introduced three energy saving mechanisms, and showed that energy consumption
in nodes could be decreased significantly without greatly harming the system per-
formance in terms of application throughput. Thus, we concluded that energy
saving mechanisms should be considered as part of the system design, whereas
caching should be regarded as an add-on application-specific feature; if imple-
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mented, caching mechanisms should be such that they increase system performance
while still being light on resource consumption.

Due to predictions that by 2020 more than 75% of the traffic volumes at mo-
bile operators will be generated by real-time multimedia services such as audio and
video streaming, we questioned whether the mechanisms of opportunistic device-
to-device communication could be applied to a particular class of real-time services,
namely music streaming; music streaming is characterized by long-lived flows re-
sulting into high traffic volumes. We first introduced a framework for opportunistic
content sharing in the context of multimedia streaming services. We then evaluated
the feasibility of opportunistic device-to-device communication for streaming data
using the popular music streaming service Spotify as a use-case, and performed
extensive trace-driven simulations of realistic pedestrian mobility in urban envi-
ronments. We demonstrated that opportunistic device-to-device communication
is viable for offloading streaming data, and that performance improves when the
inter-download times are shorter than the mean track duration. We showed that the
system performance is dependent on the node density and the amount of contents
requested however exhibits low sensitivity towards the distribution of parameters
such as playlist length and initial content availability.

Design of Energy Saving Mechanisms

We studied extensively different mechanisms for reducing energy consumption at
the end devices participating in opportunistic communication. We proposed, imple-
mented in a simulator and evaluated a dual-radio architecture in which a low-power
low-bitrate radio, based on 802.15.4 MAC, is used for node and service discovery,
while a high-power high-bitrate radio, based on 802.11 MAC, is only woken up for
actual data exchange. We demonstrated that such an approach can significantly
reduce the energy consumption at the mobile device, however the 802.15.4 MAC is
not able to deliver satisfactory application throughput in densely populated areas.

Next, we examined the impact of duty-cycling schemes in an opportunistic net-
work. We first defined the parameters that play a role in designing a duty-cycling
scheme for opportunistic networks, and then analytically showed how we could ad-
just these parameters given the application demand. We derived analytical formu-
lations for the effective link durations, as well as for the mean energy consumption,
and we validated all derivations on a simplistic street segment mobility, and saw
agreement between the analytical and simulation results. We then investigated the
performance of the duty-cycling scheme on realistic pedestrian mobility traces both
in terms of energy consumption and application throughput. We showed by means
of simulation that the tendencies presented in the analytical framework hold even
for more complicated structures with complex mobility. We further compared the
performance of the duty-cycling system to previously proposed solutions for reduc-
ing energy consumption in opportunistic networks, and showed that in contrast to
other solutions the decrease in energy consumption in duty-cycling nodes does not
come at the price of significant reduction of the application throughput.
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Lastly, we devised an energy-aware algorithm to be utilized in opportunistic
networks used for cellular network offloading. We demonstrated that selfish behav-
ior of nodes in the network may not be prohibitive for the content dissemination
process when a critical mass of nodes participates in the network. We showed that
by utilizing our energy-aware algorithm the price (in terms of energy consumption)
a node has to pay to receive contents in an opportunistic manner is comparable to
the energy price the node pays if it were to download the contents directly from the
cellular network. Thus, opportunistic content dissemination can relieve the traffic
demand on the cellular network side without incurring additional energy cost on
the mobile end.

Future of Opportunistic Networks

Finally, we discussed how the concept of opportunistic networks has been adopted
by the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) as part of the next genera-
tion of cellular networks. We argued that the lack of appropriate radio technology,
the unsuitable branding with respect to potential applications (i.e., communication
under government oppression, or sharing copyrighted contents) as well as the ab-
sence of clear business use-cases for a long time made the concept of opportunistic
networks unattractive to mobile operators. However, 3GPP has successfully identi-
fied these shortcomings, designing a network-independent device-to-device discov-
ery mechanism as an operator-friendly version of opportunistic networking. We
discussed which best practices from the opportunistic networking domain are ap-
plied to network-independent D2D, and outlined open questions in the D2D design
that have not been answered by previous research efforts.

Future Research Directions

Although opportunistic communication has been a research topic for over a decade,
there are still research questions that need to be tackled. One of the topics that
has received little to no attention is the actual scalability of opportunistic networks.
Partially this is due to the lack of appropriate radio technologies, but even more
so due to the lack of large-scale test bed implementations. A number of experi-
ments have been performed during the years, however they only incorporate a few
tens of devices, and the results are always confined to a specific venue and have
a short duration. As a result, there are speculations on the levels of scalability
of opportunistic networks, but no real proofs on the bounds of their performance.
This problem is tightly related to two more issues. First, there are the practical
implications of involving a critical mass of participants to take part in controlled
experiments, and often such practical issues are not considered as a core research,
thus receiving little attention. Second, modeling the specifics of large populations
is also challenging, due to the fact that these models often cannot be validated
due to the lack of appropriate benchmarks. Although steps are made towards un-
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derstanding how users consume information as well as how users move, correlating
these two domains is still not trivial.

In our work we also discuss in detail possible energy-saving mechanisms for
devices participating in opportunistic communication. However, we have only dis-
cussed energy-saving mechanisms when a single opportunistic application runs on
a device. If a device operates with a multitude of opportunistic applications, each
with different requirements for content delivery deadlines, it is not trivial which
would be the most appropriate scheme for energy savings or whether a framework
which switches between different mechanisms will be required. Furthermore, all
energy-saving algorithms we have considered are completely distributed, and of-
ten do not consider specifics of the environment in which a node currently resides.
However, as operators are attempting to gain more control over device-to-device
communications, it would be interesting to see whether using central information
would help reduce the energy consumption of nodes even further, and what would
be the price nodes would have to pay in order to save battery.

Opportunistic networks have been considered as a stand-alone solution. How-
ever, with the prediction of 50 billion connected devices by 2020, it is time to
discuss whether opportunistic networks may have a larger scope. For a long time,
sensor networks, vehicular networks, and opportunistic networks have been kept as
separate research domains due to the specifics of the applications. This has lead to
potentially unnecessary vertical segmentations across applications. However with
the advances in the Internet of Things (IoT), as well as the introduction of D2D in
3GPP’s standards, these domains may as well converge into a single domain with
a common platform, and specific add-on services to cater to the requirements of
particular applications for each sub-domain. It would thus be interesting to assess
how the advances made in the field of opportunistic communication, as well as other
adjacent fields, can be incorporated in the next generation networks.
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